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SHINTO, the ancient religion of Japan, --as not hit,,erto 
been considered anything very remarkable from the 
standpoint of comparative religion, being only a primitive 
nature and spirit worship such as is found among un- 
developed peoples all the world over. Some years ago it 
was the general opinion among students that the advance 
of the Japanese in intelligence would be sufficient to lay 
Shinto upon the shelf, and that it was hardly worth while 
for Christian missionaries and Japanese ministers to study 
it. Many of the latter did not pay sufficient attention to 
it to be reasonably well informed with regard to its history 
and principles. This situation has changed since the war 
with Russia. In connexion with and in consequence 
of that struggle, there has been a revival of Shinto. 
This revival is already a phenomenon worthy of study, 
and it bids fair to  become an interesting and remarkable 
development in the history of religion, since it aims to 
adapt that primitive nature and spirit worship to the 
religious needs and intellectual condition of a highly 
developed, well educated modern state-something that 
has never yet taken place. In this attempt old ideas are 
being restated in such form that they seem to some observers 
to be new inventions. 

In 1912 the Rationalist Press Association published an 
essay by Dr Basil Hall Chamberlain, long professor at the 
Imperial University of Tokyo and one of the foremost 
oriental scholars, entitled The Invention of a New Religion.' 
This is a very valuable study of Emperor Worship as the 
outstanding feature of the new Shinto, but the discussion 
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is marred and confidence in the author’s conclusions is 
rendered more difficult for Christian readers by the extremely 
rationalistic attitude taken towards religion in general. 
The author in effect represents the political leaders of 
Japan as getting together around a table and saying: 
‘ Go to, let us invent a new religion and foist it upon the 
people as the ancient cult of Japan, that we may the more 
easily control the masses.’ Anyone who has himself an 
earnest religious faith will find it difficult to believe that 
any important religious development can have arisen in so 
self-conscious, artificial and fraudulent a manner. 

In 1918 an anonymous essay, by a Roman Catholic 
resident in Japan, was translated from the magazine Les 
Nouvelles Religieuses, of Paris, and published in the Japan 
ChronicZe, of Kobe, Japan. This discussion is primarily 
from the standpoint of a missionary and is intended to point 
out the effect of this revival of Shinto upon Christian work 
in Japan. It is also, naturally, written in a more religious 
spirit, and denies the idea of a new invention. Much 
discussion has been aroused by these and other papers, 
and by the attitude of the Government, which, in spite of 
the constitutional guarantee of religious liberty, has been 
insisting that officials should take part in Shinto rites and 
has instructed the primary school teachers to take their 
pupils in a body to  worship at  the local shrines. Both 
officials and cultivated Japanese often assert that to require 
such acts is not inconsistent with religious freedom, because 
the objects of worship, called in Japanese ‘ Kami,’ are 
not gods in the religious sense. Thus the author of the 
Roman Catholic essay referred to  quotes the governor of 
an important city as having summoned a Catholic prelate, 
and as having said : ‘ Although the word “ Kami ” continues 
to be used in the national cult, it has in no way the meaning 
of a supernatural being, which you give to it. It connotes 
only illustrious men, benefactors of their country. Con- 
sequently all Japanese, no matter what their religion, can 
pay them honour without doing violence to their conscience.’ 
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Missionaries and Christian Japanese have not agreed 
among themselves as to these things. The tendency in 
some circles has been to  accept this interpretation, denying 
the religious element in the ordinary ceremonies at Shinto 
tiihrines, and thus establishing a sort of modus vivendi 
which would enable Christian men to  comply with the 
desire of the authorities without abandoning their Christian 
principles. With all this discussion, it has been difficult 
to  find anyone who was quslified to speak with authority. 
Hence the publication, in February 1919, of a book 
entitled, Waga Kokutai to Shinto,l by Dr Genchi Kato, 
was exceedingly opportune, as the book throws a flood of 
light upon all these questions. The title means, ‘ Our 
National Constitution and Shinto ’ ; but one must be careful 
to  understand the word ‘ constitution’ here, not as the 
fundamental political law (which would be ’ kempo ’), but 
as the vital organism, as when we say that a man has a 
robust constitution. It means broadly the sum total of 
the mord principles, political institutions and national 
characteristics which differentiate the Japanese from other 
races and nations. Anything contrary to  the ‘ Kokutai ’ 
would be un-Japanese, which awakens in the Japanese 
breast quite the same horror as is aroused in the minds of 
the people of the United States when an opinion or a 
course of action is denounced as ‘Un-American.’ 

The proposition laid down and defended with much 
learning by Dr Kato is that Shinto is the heart of the 
Japanese ‘ Kokutai,’ and that Emperor Worship is, and 
always has been, the very essence of Shinto. It is thus the 
holy of holies of that which is truly Japanese. The author 
has the highest qualifications to speak on such a subject. 
Born in 1872, he is a comparatively young man, a product 
of the new era. A graduate of the College of Literature 
of the University of Tokyo, he has enjoyed a modern 
education. His doctor’s degree was obtained in 1908, 
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the subject of his thesis being ' Knowledge and Belief.' 
He is now a lecturer on Comparative Religion in the 
College of Literature of the Imperial University of Tokyo, 
and is the author of several books on the science of re- 
ligion. That he is thoroughly at home, both in the ancient 
documents of Japan and in the modern literature of his 
specialty, is apparent on every page of his book, We 
have therefore at last what we have been waiting for, a 
discussion of Emperor Worship and related issues from a 
non-Christian Japanese, himself thoroughly com&ted to  
the ideas he expounds, who is at the same time qualified 
to  discuss the subject from the standpoint and in the 
terms of modern thought. 

The book has six chapters and an appendix, but the 
discussion as such is closed with the end of the fifth chapter, 
the sixth being merely a study of the religious ideas of the 
Emperor Meiji-the father of the present Emperor-as 
shown in his poems. The titles of these five chapters are 
as folIows: The Fundamental Principles upon which our 
Country is founded; the Key-note of our Conception of 
Loyalty and Filial Piety ; what constitutes Religion ? ; 
the Japanese Idea of God from the Standpoint of Com- 
parative Religion; the Vital Element in Shinto and the 
World Religions. 

The conclusions reached are, that the fundamental 
principle upon which the national constitution of Japan 
is based is the divinity of the Emperor; that the key- 
note of loyalty and filial piety is a religious faith of which 
the, Emperor is the object ; that this system of Emperor 
Worship is fully entitled to  rank as a religion ; that from 
the standpoint of comparative religion this system is a 
theanthropic national cult ; and that this national cult 
is not destined to disappear before the onward march of 
the world religions, because it is rich in moral content, 
and because it is able to subject other religions to  a 
process of assimilation whereby they become subservient 
to  Emperor Worship and act as a means of further 
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strengthening it, not as a means of gradually breaking 
it down. 

The author opens the first chapter with a strong affirma- 
tion of the religious nature of man and of the consequent 
necessity of an object of faith and worship. Among the 
Chinese, the highest object of such faith and worship was 
‘Ten’ or Heaven; among the Jews it was Jehovah. 
‘From ancient times to the present,’ he goes on to  say, 
‘the Emperor of Japan has occupied the position which 
among the Chinese was accorded to Heaven, and among 
the Jews to Jehovah.’ He then proceeds to prove this 
proposition, almost in the style of a Christian theologian 
arguing for the deity of Christ, from the divine names 
attributed to the Emperor in the ancient records, in poems 
and in official documents, from the divine acts he is said t o  
perform, from the attitude of the people, from the differ- 
ence between the coronation ceremonies of Japan and of 
occidental countries, and from the fact that the Emperor 
of Japan does not salute the flag, as do the rulers of other 
nations, but the flag salutes the Emperor. 

As to  the divine names, the Emperor is referred to in 
the ancient records as ‘ Aki-tsu-Kami,’ ‘ Ara-hito-Kami ’ 
and ‘ Ara-Mi-Kami.’ Dr Kato quotes the following ex- 
planation of these names from a scholar named Oyamada : 
‘ Ara-hito-kami has the same meaning as Aki-tsu-kami, 
namely, that of God manifested in human form. When 
we call the Emperor Aki-tsu-kami we mean that though 
he is God, he condescends to manifest himself in a human 
body.’ Dr Aston’s translation of Aki-tsu-kami as ‘God 
incarnate ’ is quoted with approval. 

Confirmation of this view of the supreme ruler is found 
in the fact that the Chinese character for ‘ Heaven ’ is in 
some ancient writings rendered by the Japanese syllables 
‘ Kimi,’ or lord, and that the expressions ‘ Kimi,’ lord, and 
‘ Kami,’ god, are used interchangeably. In the same 
ancient documents, and in the coronation ceremonies still 
observed, divine acts are attributed to the Emperor, for 
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he is represented as associating on equal terms with the 
gods, and one who does this must himself be a god. The 
gods of nature are represented as occupying a lower position 
than the Emperor and as receiving orders from him. 

Divine honours are constantly accorded to the Emperor. 
Dr Harada, until recently the president of the Doshisha 
University, the great school founded by Joseph Neeshima, 
in a lecture delivered at  Union Theological Seminary, in 
New York City, in December 1919, denied that any 
Emperor was ever worshipped during his lifetime; but 
Dr Kato declares that instances of such worship in Japanese 
history are too numerous to enumerate, and states 
emphatically that when thousands of Japanese gathered 
in front of the Imperial palace where the previous Emperor 
lay dying, in 1912, they directed their prayers for his 
recovery to no other god, but to the dying ruler himself 
in his divine capacity. 

In the second chapter Dr Kato takes up the question 
of what similarity there exists between the mental attitude 
we describe as religious faith and the Japanese ‘ Chu-ko,’ 
the accepted term for the attitude of loyal subjects towards 
the occupant of the throne. ‘ Chu,’ literally translated, 
means loyalty, and ‘ KO ’ means filial piety, but this is a 
case where a literal translation misrepresents the original, 
for the words ‘loyalty and filial piety ’ make no such 
impact upon the consciousness of the European as the word 
‘ Chu-ko ’ does upon that of the Japanese. 

I)F Kato discusses the nature of religious faith in a very 
satisfactory manner, finding its essence in absolute trust 
in and complete personal self-surrender to  the object of 
worship. He quotes as illustrations of such faith Abraham, 
the father of those who walk by faith, as shown in his 
sacrifice of Isaac; and Job, who said in his extremity, 
‘Though He slay me, yet will I trust in Him.’ Similar 
expressions are quoted from Shinran, the founder of 
Shinshu Buddhism, and from other writers who make 
faith the basis of religion. He then argues that the mental 
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attitude of the Japanese heroes who have shown so brilliantly 
the spirit of self-surrender and self-forgetfulness in their 
relation to  the Emperor is essentially the same as that of 
Abraham and Job, the difference being in the object of 
faith, and not at all in the nature of the faith itself. ‘ That 
the object of such faith,’ he says, ‘ is in the one case God 
transcending nature, and in the other God revealed in 
human form, results from the fact that the Emperor 
occupies for the Japanese the place of the one whom the 
Jews called God.’ 

The author insists that this faith is religious faith. 
‘ Chu-ko ’ is not merely morality, it  is religion. No 
Christian can oppose the watering down of his religion into 
mere ethics more earnestly than does Dr Kato. In  his 
view the vital element in Shinto is precisely this religious 
attitude towards the throne. ‘ Shinto,’ he says, ‘ is not 
merely a moral consciousness dealing with secular affairs. 
The essence of it, subjectively considered, is found in that 
attitude of “ Chu-ko ” which is equivalent to  religious 
faith. This is Mikadoism, the characteristic product of 
our national spirit, which worships the divinity in the 
Emperor. This Mikadoism is the true life of Shinto, and 
considered from this point of view Shinto is a religion.’ 
He then proceeds to answer the objection that such an 
attitude of absolute self-surrender and unquestioning 
obedience is slavish by pointing out that it is voluntary 
for the believer, and that such voluntary self-surrender is 
the highest liberty-an argument in which every Christian 
will join him, if the object of such faith be truly divine. 

The third chapter is devoted to  a learned discussion 
of the nature of religion, introduced to  support, the author’s 
main contention that Shinto, with Emperor Worship as 
its vital element, is a religion and truly entitled to  rank as 
such. The essential thing in religion he finds to  be the 
relation of the human to the divine. His definition of 
religion is as follows : ‘ Religion is a practical mode of 
expression of man’s mind towards the divine.’ The rela- 
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tion between the human and the divine in religion may be 
so close that the two practically coalesce, as in Buddhism ; 
or so distant that the ministry of angels is required to  
maintain any connexion at all, as in Judaism and Moham- 
medanism; but in any case, the essential question with 
regard to  any religion is : ‘ How does it relate us to God ? ’ 
In  dealing with this problem of man’s relation to  God 
the intellect finds satisfaction in dogma ; the feelings, in 
faith ; the will, in worship. Indispensable to  religion are 
faith, worship and authority. Belief in immortality is not 
essential to  constitute religion. According to  Dr Kato, even 
the Judaism of the Old Testament had no such belief. 

Having shown in his first chapter that the Emperor is 
to be regarded as truly divine, in his second that the 
attitude of the true Japanese towards His Majesty is one 
of religious faith, and in his third that Mikadoism has all 
the elements of religion, the author feels that i t  is time to 
define more closely the sense in which the Emperor is called 
God. This he does in the fourth chapter. He first divides 
all religions into two classes, which he calls, after Tiele 
of Leyden, ‘ theanthropic ’ and ‘ theocratic ’ religions. 
Christianity, Judaism and Mohammedanism belong t o  
the latter, all other religions to  the former class. These 
terms are rendered into Japanese as ‘ Shin- Jin-Do-Kaku- 
Kyo ’ (God-Man-Same-Qualifications-Religion) and ‘ Shin- 
Jin-Ken-Kaku-Kyo ’ (God-Man-Disparity-Qualifications- 
Religion). In  the latter there is a vast disparity of nature 
and qualifications between God and man. The deity is 
represented as being infinitely removed from the human 
sphere, inconceivably transcendent in all his being and 
attributes. In  the former class of religions there is no 
such sharp line of demarcation between the two. Gods 
become men and men become gods quite readily. 

Dr Kato proceeds to show that under the influence of 
this theanthropic conception of God, the Japanese have 
come to worship many natural objects, animals, insects, 
etc., indeed anything that inspires in the beholder a 
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feeling of admiration or awe. Neither the word he borrows 
from Tiele, ' theanthropic,' nor his own word, ' Shin-Jin- 
Do-Kaku-Kyo,' however, naturally covers such a pheno- 
menon. He would have expressed himself both more 
intelligibly and more scientifically if he had been content 
to  adopt the ordinary division into theistic and pantheistic 
religions, for that is what the distinction comes down to 
in the end. The Japanese conception of the deity is 
pantheistic. There is for them behind the world of pheno- 
mena, as its ultimate energy, no great ' I am,' but an infinite 
' It is,' and this everlasting ' It ' manifests itself, to  quote 
Dr Kato's enumeration, in the wolf (called in Japanese 
' 0-kami,' great god), in serpents, in white deer and white 
boars, in silk-worms, in lice, in the sun, moon, mountains, 
rivers, seas, trees, grass, etc., as well as in the ancient 
heroes and in the Emperor of Japan. Naturally, there is 
a difference of manifestation of the divine. With such a 
conception, deification of the Emperor does not mean 
exactly the same thing to  a Japanese that it means to  a 
Christian when he believes in the incarnation of the Son 
of God. What is incomprehensible to  one steeped in the 
conceptions of theistic religion, that there should be 
innumerable incarnations, some of a very low order, is 
perfectly natural from a pantheistic standpoint. 

I n  the fifth chapter the author continues to unfold 
the religious nature of Shinto, and at every point opposes 
those who wish to represent it as a non-religious patriotic 
cult in commemoration of the national heroes. Shinto, 
he points out, deals with the relation between man and 
Cod, prayer is a prominent part of its ceremonies, it has 
prophets and prophetesses (' Mi-ko,' august children of 
God) who speak under divine inspiration, priests who 
minister in divine things and a competent source of 
doctrinal authority. ' Although it does not appeal t o  the 
authority of a Founder, or of sacred books, it has a 
source of doctrinal authority far beyond these; for as a 
national religion Shinto accepts as its doctrinal authority 
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directly the authority of the State. When, in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, it was perceived that Roman 
Catholicism, which had then recently come to our country, 
opposed and destroyed the Shinto and Buddhist sanctuaries, 
and was in no way to be harmonized with our national 
customs, the Tokugawa government recognized herein a 
danger to  the State, and strictly prohibited it, even though 
it involved an appeal to  arms. In this case the authority 
of the State was directly the source of doctrinal authority 
for Shinto, the national religion.’ 

Dr Kato uncompromisingly maintains the religious 
character of the shrines, their festivals and ceremonies, 
against any who seek by a denial of such religious nature 
to smooth over the transition period or to gloss over the 
inconsistency between the guarantee of religious freedom 
and official insistence upon the attendance of students 
and others at such ceremonies. ‘ I find it difficult t o  
understand,’ he says, ‘ why a ceremony which is called 
religious when performed in a Buddhist temple should be 
called secular when performed in a Shinto shrine. . . . 
Shinto shrines are not merely buildings in which we com- 
memorate the virtues of ancient heroes. The acts per- 
formed in the festivals are of a religious nature, and the 
ceremonies performed there are religion pure and simple. 
Whoever says that this is not religion is distorting the facts 
of the case and disparaging the shrines.’ 

As remarked in the beginning of this article, there is 
in progress a revival of Shinto. Instead of being over- 
whelmed by the modern ideas that have deluged Japan, 
it is standing up under them very well indeed, at least for 
the present. Here, then, we have this striking pheno- 
menon, that while the national religions of Babylonia, 
Egypt, Greece, Rome and all other countries have dis- 
appeared before the advance of the world religions, Shinto 
alone, although for centuries in close contact with Con- 
fucianism and Buddhism, has not only maintained intact 
its own character as a religion but has actually grown 
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under the stimulus of such contact into a philosophical 
and ethical system, stronger to-day than ever. To what 
cause must this fact be attributed ? Dr Kato’s answer 
is emphatic : ‘ That Shinto has become rich in moral and 
intellectual elements which do not suffer by comparison 
with those of Christianity, to  say nothing of Confucianism 
and Buddhism, is because i t  has had as its centre the 
Imperial Dynasty, unbroken from ages eternal.’ ‘ I f  i t  is 
the boast of India that in the world religion that emanated 
from her she produced Buddha Sakyamuni, the saviour 
of the spiritual world; and the boast of Judaea that she 
counts among her sons Jesus, the redeemer of the world i 
it is enough for Japan to  boast that she has been from 
generation to  generation under the sway of Emperors who, 
in an unbroken line, ascended the throne of imperial, that 
is to say of divine dignity.’ 

He goes on to  say that  the Jews cherished the hope of 
a political Messiah. When this great hope seemed un- 
attainable, Christianity arose through the transference of 
emphasis to a moral and spiritual kingship. Likewise the 
hopes of ancient India, even before the days of Buddba, 
were centred in the coming of Cakravarti Rajah, the ideal 
king, and if Buddha had accepted political supremacy this 
might have been his mission; but he, too, turned aside 
after moral and spiritual leadership. The great Messianic 
ideal which these ancient nations vainly longed for, the 
Japanese possess, says Dr Kato, in the divine Imperial 
Dynasty, and thus we see, rising in the eastern heavens, 
that  great hope of humanity, Messiah the Prince. 

Finally, Dr Kato holds out to  Christianity the hand of 
peace and conciliation in the following words : ‘The 
spirit of the present age is different from the spirit of the 
century in which Xavier came to Japan. If the Christians, 
in the spirit of this new age, will study the spirit which 
has animated our country in the past and will arrive at 
a complete understanding thereof, I believe that the time 
will come when, in a spirit of religious brotherhood, we 
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shall be able t o  come together in one assembly hall, and 
making no mention of Buddhism, or Christianity, or even 
of Shinto, we shall, with smiling faces, clasp one another’s 
hands.’ 

This entire discussion of Dr Kato’s helps materially to 
clear up the questions that have been agitating the Christian 
people in Japan with regard to the religious character of 
the Shinto shrines, and the sense in which the Emperor is 
called divine. The Japanese word for a Shinto shrine is 
Jin-sha, and the word Jin is the same as the word 
Kami, usually translated God. The correctness of this 
translation has been much questioned, especially in China, 
where eminent missionaries have maintained with great 
earnestness that our word God should never be so rendered, 
but should always be translated by Shangti, or, as read in 
Japan, Jo-Tei, Supreme Ruler. Many Japanese argue 
that Kami means something worthy of reverence or admira- 
tion, and that to acknowledge some one or some thing as a 
Kami is not inconsistent with monotheistic faith. 

In the light of Dr Kato’s discussion, it is clear that this 
reasoning is correct in so far that the word Kami does not 
have the full content of our word God. It does not mean 
the eternal and sole Creator of heaven and earth. If the 
word God always and only means this, another expression 
must be found as the equivalent of Kami. The Emperor, 
according to our author, is a Kami, but he never suggests 
that he is the only Kami, or that he is the Creator. Indeed, 
both of these conceptions are utterly foreign to the whole 
Shinto system. However, if we thus rigidly limit the 
meaning of the English word God to  the full Christian 
conception, how would a p b a l  of this term ever be possible ? 
And if no plural, how is a violation of the first command- 
ment possible? The term God must bear not only the 
supreme meaning but also one low enough to make a 
prohibition of worshipping other gods intelligible. To be a 
violation of the first commandment, and thus incompatible 
with Christianity, the worship or reverence offered to such 
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objects must in some measure invade the prerogatives of 
the Creator. It is clear that the worship of the Emperor 
as God, as described and defended by Dr Kato, does claim 
for him something that, on Christian principles, can be 
yielded to no one but the Creator. To be sure, such 
worship of the Emperor in no way excludes the worship 
as gods of many others, and yet among these many gods 
he is God. He takes the place of Jehovah as the supreme 
object of worship. He is entitled to receive from every 
Japanese such absolute trust and self-surrender as is 
identical with religious faith. He prescribes not only 
what men ought to do but also what they ought to believe. 

Other Japanese scholars agree with Dr Kato. Dr 
Shinkichi Uesugi, for example, in an article published in 
the Tuiyo (The Sun), in April 1918, says : ' The Educa- 
tional Rescript issued in 1889 is the fundamental principle 
of the moral activity of the Japanese people. . . . It is a 
rescript from the Emperor. For this reason and for this 
reason alone it is implicitly obeyed by the millions of 
Japan. . . . By obedience to that which the Emperor 
commands we develop and perfect our lives, and by keeping 
on always in this way we reach the highest step in moral 
progress. To serve Him, never doubting, never fearing, 
preserving thus our hearts in the highest peace and joy, 
giving ourselves up to Him, body and soul, turning aside 
to nothing else, in zealous obedience to the doctrines of 
Mikadoism-this is indeed the marrow of Japanese ethics 
and the tap-root of our national character. For this reason 
the Imperial Rescript transcends all criticism. The standard 
of right and wrong, good and evil, is found only in the Im- 
perial will.' 

That such an attitude as this towards the Emperor is 
genuine deification, demanding for him what can properly 
be yielded only to God, and that it is therefore utterly 
inconsistent with Christianity, is too evident to call for 
discussion. Writers of the school of Dr Kato and Dr 
Uesugi are fond of reminding their readers that Shinto has 
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triumphed over Confucianism and Buddhism by subjecting 
them to a process of Japanigation. They are quite willing 
to  make peace with Christianity upon the same terms, and 
express the utmost confidence that only if Christianity 
is willing to  accept these terms can their country ever be 
Christianized. The cases, however, are not parallel. It 
is easy for one pantheistic religion, like Buddhism, to 
admit into its pantheon the gods of another. Upon such 
terms Christianity might have had peace with the religions 
of ancient Rome. A compromise between theism and 
pantheism is quite another thing. 

This book of Dr Kato’s is particularly interesting and 
remarkable because it is an attempt, I think the first 
attempt, by a scholar trained in the methods of modern 
thought, to restate the principles of Shinto in modern 
terms and to relate them to other departments of human 
knowledge. In other words, we have here the beginnings 
of a Shinto systematic theology, the awakening to  in- 
tellectual self-consciousness of an age-long and primitive 
religion. A man who has learned to  think philosophically 
must either throw overboard the faith of his childhood or 
he must learn to  restate it in terms that can satisfy his 
intellect. We have all had that experience personally, 
Christianity had that experience historically in the centuries 
before Nicrea and Chalcydon. By far the greater number 
of men in Japan who have received the higher culture 
adopt the former alternative and have no religion at all. 
If they continue to  observe outwardly any religious rites, 
they try to  prove to themselves and others that these 
have no religious significance. It is intensely interesting, 
therefore, to find in Dr Kato a man who has taken the 
other course. Every one who has passed through a 
somewhat similar experience will be attracted to  a man 
who seeks to preserve for himself and his people by re- 
statement and scientific formulation a faith which is sacred 
to him, and which he sincerely believes to be essential to  
the moral and political welfare of his country. 

23 
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In  this work Dr Kato has been influenced to  a marked 
degree not only by philosophy but by Christian theology. 
Take, for instance, the following passage (pages 213, 214) : 
‘When the Emperor turns to  the people below him, he is 
ha-hito-kami, or Aki-tsu-kami (God incarnate), but 
when he turns towards his divine Ancestors, he occupies 
the position of a man. . . . There are in the Emperor two 
natures, a divine nature and a human nature.’ Here the 
author is not only clearly influenced by the Christian 
doctrine of the two natures in Christ, but, it seems to  me, 
quite needlessly so ; for however necessary this doctrine 
may be under a theistic system, to explain the God-Man 
under a pantheistic system, it is superfluous. 

This helps us to  understand the appearance of novelty 
which led Dr Basil Hall Chamberlain to speak of the 
‘invention of a new religion,’ It is new-in statement. 
Probably no ancient Shintoist ever dreamed of such a 
thing as two natures in the Emperor, or ever said that ‘ the 
standard of right and wrong, good and evil, is found only 
in the imperial will.’ Some of the terminology also is 
new. Such terms as KO-do and Tenno-kyo, used by Dr 
Uesugi and Dr Kato, are not to  be found in the dictionary. 
They are not only new but they are such as could not have 
arisen without a knowledge of English, being merely 
translations of the term Mikadoism. Nevertheless, these 
men would sincerely and rightly disclaim any ‘ invention ’ 
of these doctrines, for what they have made explicit was 
always implicit in the faith of the people. Dr Chamberlain 
thought, in 1912, that only the educated classes were 
affected by the ‘new invention,’ and that the masses 
clung rather to  the Buddhist beliefs of their forefathers. 
That could not now be maintained. On the contrary, 
such new and popular religions as Kon-ko-kyo and Ten-ri- 
kyo (the latter with a missionary in London!), which find 
their adherents almost exclusively among the ignorant 
classes, have as their chief stock in trade the same extreme 
deification of the Emperor, with the consequent exalta- 
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tion of Japan as the chosen nation destined to  be by right 
of inherent superiority the dominant power of the world, 
with the imperial family as the new Messiah. 

The following extract appeared in the Niroku, and was 
translated in the Japan Advertiser of May 9, 1919: ‘The 
Imperial Family of Japan is the parent, not only of her 
sixty millions, but of all mankind on earth. In  the eyes 
of the Imperial Family all races are one and the same. 
It is above all racial considerations. All human disputes, 
therefore, may be settled in accordance with its immaculate 
justice. The League of Nations proposed to  save man- 
kind from the horrors of war can only attain its real 
object by placing the Imperial Family of Japan at its 
head; for to attain its object the League must have a 
strong punitive force of a super-national and super-racial 
character, and this can be found only in the Imperial 
Family of Japan .’ 

In  the Ten-ri-kyo magazine, the Michi no Tomo, of 
September 1914, we find the following: ‘Japan is the 
parent nation of the world. It is the source whence the 
salvation of all nations proceeds. He who is hostile to  
this nation opposes the will of God. For this reason we, 
the believers in Ten-ri-kyo, are resolved to serve the divine 
and imperial will.’ 

Such a devoted, not to say fanatical belief in Emperor 
Worship and in Japan’s place as the divine country is 
not felt by Japanese Buddhists to be at all inconsistent 
with their faith. The most ardent Buddhist sect of the 
present time is the sect of Nichiren. In  their magazine, 
the Koku-ju Shimbun, in 1912, the editor claims that 
Gautama Buddha was an incarnation of Amaterasu 0 Mi 
Kami, the Sun Goddess, the original Ancestress of the 
imperial line, and thus supports his assertion that Buddhism 
originated in Japan, not in India as is mistakenly sup- 
posed. He then goes on to  say : ‘ This is true not only 
of Buddhism. We have nothing to  do with the Christian 
ideas propagated by the Christians, but Christ Himself 
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was a holy man whose mission was to  make known in the 
Occident the Japanese Koku-tni,’ i.e. Emperor Worship. 

Such extravagant statements are of interest mainly 
as they show how general and extreme are the Shinto 
ideas which have hitherto la*in, as one might say, dormant 
in the consciousness of the Japanese people, but which 
are now, under the stimuli of education, awakening to  self- 
consciousness, and which have found an able expounder 
and defender in Dr Genchi Kato. It is only fair to  state 
that  there are not a few Japanese who reject and ridicule 
these extremes of Emperor Worship. Dr Uesugi’s article, 
quoted above, was answered in the next issue of the same 
magazine by Dr Ichimura, a professor in the Imperial 
University of Kyoto. Many of the intelligent people 
inside and outside the Christian circle sympathize with 
this opposition, but very little is said in public and it 
is difficult to  know how far such dissent extends. The 
position taken by Dr Kato and others is so directly opposed 
to  the spirit of the age that they will in the long run have 
a hard time holding the people to  this form of faith. 

Shinto, awakened to 
self-consciousness, preached in modern terms, defended 
with modern intellectual weapons, and backed by the 
organized power of the Government, may yet prove a very 
formidable opponent. If the Christian forces have to  
bear the full brunt of the conflict alone, the situation may 
become serious, for Dr Kato’s principles contain the seeds 
of blind fanaticism and bitter persecution. He himself, of 
course, has no such idea as that, but we know what such 
principles have led to  in times gone by, and there is no 
reason to  think they would produce any other result in 
Japan, except for the altered state of the world, the influx 
of western ideas and the growth of the spirit of democracy. 

Yet it is dangerous to prophesy. 

ALBERTUS PIETERS 




